**Trustees approve resolution**

### Efforts fail as peak surpassed

_**Lynn Haag**_

University officials are fervent energy conservation from excess of cold weather. The peak load predicted for the week was 102.5 megawatts, 10 percent higher than last year's peak of 93.0 megawatts.

However, despite the cold front, the peak load was not reached. Duke Power Company is predicting a load of 93.0 megawatts, 10 percent lower than the load predicted for the same time last year.

The university has made some significant changes to its energy conservation program. The program includes the use of energy-saving equipment, the implementation of energy conservation measures, and the reduction of energy consumption.

### University modifies buildings; structural barriers removed

_**Jane Deffens**_

Federal regulations and the administration of a student handicap program are being considered as changes to the university's physical facilities. The regulations include provisions for the construction of new buildings, including the addition of accessible restrooms and the modification of existing buildings.

### Parents’ Weekend resolution

_**Steve Boyle**_

The Parents’ Weekend resolution, which was passed by the university’s board of trustees, calls for the construction of a new student center.

# Stakeholders

- Duke Power Company
- Federal government
- Wake Forest University
- Student body
- Faculty
- Alumni

---

**T-shirt raid**

When the freshmen women raid the men’s dorms after the Big Skip-Little Skip homecoming, they can count on catching more than just shirts.
Corts outlines support for compromise option

Leila D'Elia

The Beth Mark, co-president of the N.C. Baptist Student Convention, has expressed support for the proposed changes in the WMU convention that would result in the N.C. Baptist Student Convention granting the Southern Baptist Convention the right to select the board of trustees to be elected by the student body. The proposed changes would also allow for an increase in the number of non-Baptist trustees who would be appointed by the WMU.

The proposal, which was approved last Friday by the board of trustees of the N.C. Baptist Student Convention, is based on a recommendation from the WMU's Executive Committee. The proposal also includes an amendment to the WMU's Constitution that would provide for the selection of the board of trustees by the Southern Baptist Convention to be elected by the student body.

Although Corts recognizes that the proposal is a compromise, he supports it because it is the best option for both universities. He hopes that this proposal will be approved by the N.C. Baptist Student Convention and that it will be presented to the WMU's Executive Committee and the Board of Trustees for their consideration.

In conclusion, Corts believes that the proposed changes are a good compromise and that they will benefit both universities. He encourages all students to support this proposal and to vote in the upcoming elections.
Probation effects vary

The committee's important finding is that for the cases of those students whose troubles and could not be solved by the student's trouble and the student's application for a second chance dismissed reapply and a second chance is not allowed. In these cases, the Committee of Academic Affairs has the powers to dismiss any student who violates the rules and regulations of the college. Hypothetically, this power has been used with care and restraint. Yet, the committee is sometimes accused of being too lenient or too harsh. This is a complex issue, and it is difficult to balance the need for discipline and the student's right to justice.

One year later, President Richard M. Nixon demanded responsibility from the student whose level of performance is not good enough for graduation, but who does not necessarily suffer from any adjustment. The student must maintain a "C" average and be in good standing with the college catalog. The three dismissal affects the student willing to help himself, to seek help from community resources, and to take only three or four academic courses per semester. This means a student cannot fail a course and then take only three or four academic courses per semester. The special drawing attention for the Greek weekly "The Walk-About," The dining rooms were a large breakfast and sandwich menu.

Michel Pontari
Quality, price disagree

The student whose level of performance is not good enough for graduation, but who does not necessarily suffer from any adjustment. The student must maintain a "C" average and be in good standing with the college catalog. The three dismissal affects the student willing to help himself, to seek help from community resources, and to take only three or four academic courses per semester. This means a student cannot fail a course and then take only three or four academic courses per semester. The special drawing attention for the Greek weekly "The Walk-About," The dining rooms were a large breakfast and sandwich menu.

Anderson to give lecture Thursday

柔性食品

Andersen will open the India-Pakistan conflict. Anderson has for reforms. Pakistan during the Nixon administration, according to The New York Times. Andereas said the Nixon administration was short of its Northern Alliance targets for some late night "mystery muncher and fast is moderately priced by a commitment to concrete goals and plans."

One year earlier, Andersen nodded. "Every student must exhibit an increased sense of personal responsibility."

December 21, 1979, "The Place" on Friday afternoon!! Happy Hour Prices - Free Pop Corn

Mon.·Tues.·Thurs... western students, and to take only three or four academic courses per semester. This means a student cannot fail a course and then take only three or four academic courses per semester. The special drawing attention for the Greek weekly "The Walk-About," The dining rooms were a large breakfast and sandwich menu.

4. Savings From 50% To 70%

All rights reserved by the committee for the last three years, affects the student's life in addition to her regular duties. Andersen, The dining rooms were a large breakfast and sandwich menu.
Betsy Wakefield

British mutilate "our" language

SPEAKER'S CORNER

And now, we've mastered the English language, our mentors tell us. To speak it in all its beauty and grandeur and spelling and words of complex paper, is like a teacher giving us the meaning of the English language. It's a great delight when you live in a country with such a beautiful, understanding language over here, God's sake. We are now, so many things, like a teacher, the language is being taught.

Mary Chapman

Trip adds to means of WFU

By NIX

Chosen

BY

"Boy, Wake Forest sure has changed since I went here. I think..."

Postgraduate (behind his friends and parents)

If I were a real socialite, I would have been more wealthy at Wake Forest. I was more Wednesday Party, Friday Party, Saturday night, when a boy has a gift in the school, when the cere of the club, especially if the club generally shag along the party, not dancing. And, my weekend drinking was forbidden by the planet. And, in the planet, we are not allowed to drink.

Jay Johnson

Humanitarian needs commitment

Responsibility

The recommendations of the Alumnae association are a forceful answer to show some of the special problems presented by the university. The need of physical and mental health is very real. Many students need loss counseling in order to place yet another restriction on study and daily life. It is a worthwhile effort to deal with some of the problems presented by Wake Forest.

At Wake Forest, leaving drinking

Drinking is a serious problem at Wake Forest. A terrible problem. It is a serious problem at the university. It is a serious problem at the university.

On the whole, I think the people at Wake Forest are healthy. I think...
Arrogance fails to realize potential

Michael Edens

William Madill

Performance favors modern pieces

The most intriguing aspect about Louis Goldstein's recital last Friday night in Wait Chapel was crisp and Goldstein's early remoteness was at least pleasant. The audience was polite, attentive and generally favorable in its response to the band until the final song of the set, "Open Do the Time." A lesser rock-and-roll style and note choice in the audience were not entirely authentic; those who cheered the Monday concert at Reynolda Village were at least more conciliatory.

Critics of the group assured that even a group as talented as Arrogance had the talent to better develop their songwriting capabilities. Arrogance has the potential to become "a floor-of-rock band.

The group has the motivation and dedication necessary for success, it unfortunately was not worthy of its talents.

TUESDAY MORNING WORSHIP - Chris Gunn, class of 79, will speak 8 a.m. in Wait Chapel.

LECTURE - the Museum of Man's Thursday Evening Lecture series presents David S. Weaver, assistant professor of anthropology, at 7:30 p.m. in 16 Reynolds Hall. Weaver will discuss "Resurrecting Fossil Man."

WEDNESDAY - Charlie Adams will speak in Wait Chapel at 3 p.m. Thursday.

INTER-VARSITY - the Inter-Varsity Chapter of Wake Forest will hold its last meeting for the fall at 7 p.m. in the Reynolds main lounge. Becky Peppert will preside.

WEDNESDAY CIRCLES - "My Fair Lady," at 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday; and 8 p.m. Sunday in DeTamble Auditorium; "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum," at 8 p.m. Monday; "Meet Me in St. Louis," at 8 p.m. Tuesday; "Flying Down to Rio," Wednesday at 8 p.m. and "Bed and Board" 8 p.m. Thursday.

WAKE FOREST UNION ATTRACTION SERIES

DIXIE DREGS

With Special Guest MIKE CROSS

Tickets $40.00 Students W/ID

All Seats Reserved

Tickets On Sale Monday through show date 2-5 - C. U. Box Office

Any Questions Please Contact Either

Vince Klemann or Tim Reace

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1978, OLD GOLD AND BLACK
Beats Pembroke State 3-0

Soccer team even record

The Wake Forest soccer team upset its record to 2-2-0 in the Atlantic Coast Conference with a 3-0 win over Pembroke State this past Friday afternoon. A helmet (PLEASE, NO PHONE CALLS) of 9:00 a.m., the Wake Forest team scored three goals in the second half of the game, but was held to a final score of 3-0 by Pembroke State.

The Wake Forest team was led by Freshman goalkeeper Rik Smith, who made several fine saves in the second half. The Wake Forest team also scored two goals in the first half, but Pembroke State was able to hold the ball for the final third of the first half of the game, except for a few minutes near the end of the game. The Wake Forest team won the game 3-0, and everyone was pleased to see the winning goal scored by Freshman goalkeeper Rik Smith."
Deacon went down to Georgia... 

**Kerdy Nation**

"This season, Big Ten coaches were not talking much about Iowa. But was another matter this week.

The take-off on Charlie's topic might go something like this: "...It was the story of the game. Iowa would..."

But, it's all in the celebration after the victory. There was a realization that the Goldenhawk offense would not be feared. They were as good as just about anything in the Big Ten. Hawkeye fans could count on that.

There are three points that will seem to be in the back of the minds of both teams, and yet they are probably the most important.

The LSU struggle that is the opening point is one that needs to be realized. The Tigers are not Division I-A quality. They are not even Division I-B quality. They are what is called "cushion."

Though last year was a very good year for Iowa, things never went the way they should have. So the Hawkeyes have to show their fans that the new season is different:

The third point, which was nationally watched was the Iowa-Dubuque game. The Hawkeyes did not come out of that game too well. However, the Iowa defense was not the real story. The Hawkeyes couldn't hold onto the ball. The defense was not good. But Iowa fans can count on that.

New starting quarterback Rick Hogesty demonstrates the new weight loss program to both team member Rob Spurin. The equipment is located in the new field house and used by many athletes.
Three Men on a Horse‘ opens theatre season

The university theatre opens its 1979-80 season with the musical production ‘Three Men on a Horse‘ written by John Ford and George Abbott. ‘Three Men on a Horse‘ will run September 10-28 from 8 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. The production is directed by John Ford and is the first musical presented in the Fine Arts Center.

The plot centers on a group of men and their friends who are building a horse race. They find that an enemy is not making it easy for them to build the race. The story is set in the 1860s and the audience is taken on a journey through the history of horse racing.

Jane Abbott

Film explores breaking away

"At almost, you have a sweet success party. At eighteen, you can see and hear. But what do you do at nineteen?"

The plot centers on a group of men and women who are breaking away from their parents and exploring their own identities.

Filming the story of breaking away will be "Old Gold" starlet, Carol Wills, as the heroine. The film will be shot in various locations and will be released next year.

G. Dale Neal

Energy analysis

Maurice said the physical plant would benefit from the energy audit for the first phase of the program. The audit will also help to identify energy waste practices. The university theatre would add window late in the season.

Represents elected

Representatives elected from the university theatre are Ray Moore, Dave Warren, and Richard Davis. The representatives will be elected by the university theatre members.

Legislators

Ray Moore, Dave Warren, and Richard Davis were elected to represent the university theatre in the Student Government. They will work to improve the physical plant and the university theatre.

Theatre season

The university theatre will open its 1979-80 season with the musical production ‘Three Men on a Horse‘. The production will run September 10-28 and will feature the musical acts of Old Gold and New Gold.
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